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SUMMARY
Metering in digital cameras.
Metering modes.
Exposure, quick recap.
Exposure settings and modes.
Focus system(s) and camera controls.
Challenges & Experiments.

METERING IN DIGITAL CAMERAS
Your camera has a built in light meter, somewhere. Every
manufacture (and sometimes model) is different.
The camera measures the light entering the lens and tries to
calculate the ‘correct’ exposure.
If the meter is in the middle the camera thinks the exposure is
correct. On the ‘+’ side it’s overexposed, the ‘-‘ side is
underexposed.

HOW METERING WORKS
Metering is based on the concept of ‘middle’ grey.
The average scene reflects around 12-18% of the light hitting it. On
the histogram this is roughly the mid point.
The camera calculates the average brightness of the scene and sets
the exposure to put this around about the middle of the histogram.
A lot of the time the camera is wrong!
Metering demonstration.

METERING MODES
There are three main
metering modes in most
cameras.
Some Canon cameras also
have ‘Partial’ mode which is
just Spot mode with a bigger
spot.
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Centre Weighted
Average
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EVALUATIVE / MATRIX METERING
Default mode in DSLR, Mirrorless and smartphone cameras.
Good for low contrast scenes, or when you need to capture images quickly.
Looks at the whole scene. Determines brightest and darkest areas (that are not
clipped).
Evaluates how much of the image is in the dark, middle and light tones and calculates
the average.
Sets exposure to put the ‘average’ brightness at the ‘middle’ of the histogram (varies by
make & model).
Might also include other factors, such as focus points (manufacturers secret sauce).
Generally pretty good; but can be easily fooled.

CENTRE WEIGHTED AVERAGE
Default on some compact cameras.
Similar to evaluative; but gives priority to the centre of the image.
The actual size of the centre area and how much weighting it gets
varies from camera to camera.
Assumes you have put the subject of interest in the centre of the
frame.
Often used for portraits - expose for the subject without totally
ignoring the background.

SPOT METERING
Manual mode!
Only looks at the very centre of the frame (some cameras may let
you change this).
Selected exposure is probably going to be wrong most of the time
- you have to understand how to compensate for your subject. E.G.
spot meter on the brides white dress - image will be
underexposed. Meter on the grooms black suit - overexposed
image.
Good for high contrast (e.g. backlit portraits), or where exposure
of the subject is paramount.

EXPOSURE
Exposure is often discussed in terms of the triangle - shutter
speed, aperture and ISO.
Technically exposure is the amount of light that hits the sensor
(or film) in your camera.
Only shutter speed and aperture affect exposure.
ISO is a ‘volume control’, applied after the image is captured, to
alter brightness.
There is no such thing as correct exposure. The right
exposure for your image is what you want it to be.

EXPOSURE FACTORS
Aperture - size of the lens opening
Controls how much light enters the lens; also controls depth of field.
Shutter Speed
Controls how long the shutter is open. Affects subject movement and
freezing the action.
ISO
Amplifies the image after it is recorded by the sensor. Determines image
brightness and noise.

EXPOSURE MODES
Somewhere on your camera there will be a dial to set exposure mode.
Basic modes:
A, Auto or rectangle - Auto (not amateur). The camera makes
all the decisions. Usually you can’t change anything (including
shooting RAW).
P - Program (not professional). The camera selects aperture, shutter
and ISO.You can usually change everything else, including exposure
compensation.

EXPOSURE MODES (CONT.)
Manual(ish) modes:
Tv or S - Shutter priority.You set the shutter speed, the camera picks the aperture.
Av or A - Aperture priority.You set the aperture, the camera picks the shutter
speed.
M - Manual.You set the aperture and shutter speed.
B - Bulb mode (not available on all cameras).You set the aperture. The shutter
remains open so long as the shutter button is pressed.
The camera will also pick the ISO if you’ve set it to Auto ISO.

EXPOSURE MODES (CONT.)
Other modes that some cameras may have:
Sv - ISO priority.You set the ISO and the camera picks the shutter speed and
aperture.
TAv - You set aperture and shutter speed, the camera picks the ISO (some cameras
do this in M mode).
C or U - Custom / User programmable modes. Allows you to save often used
configurations for quick access. May also let you save focus mode, white balance,
drive mode, etc.
Scene modes - auto mode with settings tuned to specific types of scenes (e.g. sports,
fireworks, portraits, etc). May not let you shoot RAW or make other adjustments.

EXPOSURE COMPENSATION
The photographers best friend 😀
Allows you to adjust the exposure chosen by the camera. Whenever
the camera has picked one or more settings, exposure compensation
lets you tell the camera it’s wrong, and how much to adjust by.
It pays to learn how to adjust exposure compensation on your camera.
Note: exposure compensation usually does nothing in full manual
mode because there is no camera selected setting to adjust. Except on
Nikon where it changes the meter reading.

AUTO EXPOSURE LOCK (AEL)
Another potentially useful feature on most cameras is the AEL
button.
By default the camera locks exposure and focus when you half press
the shutter button.
Sometimes you want to set the exposure and focus separately.
One way to do this is frame for the exposure and press the AEL
button (on Canon it’s marked as *). The shutter button then only
controls focus.

WHICH EXPOSURE MODE "
Auto or P - seriously? (Ok, P may be useful if you want to have
someone else to take a photo for you with your camera).
Tv - When you want to freeze or blur the action. Sports, action,
waterfalls & waves, etc.
Av - When you want to control depth of field. Portraits, landscapes, etc.
M - When you want to control everything. Good if subject lighting is
fairly constant; but background lighting may vary. Concerts, studio
shoots, etc.

HOW DO I CHOOSE EXPOSURE "

?

DYNAMIC RANGE
Dynamic range is the difference between the darkest and brightest
parts of the scene or image. Measured in F stops.

I like to think of exposure as aligning the scene DR to the camera DR.

DYNAMIC RANGE: EASY CASE
Scene dynamic range < Camera dynamic range
Cloudy day. Indoors. Studio with controlled lights, etc.
So long as the scene doesn’t fall off the edges of the camera DR then your exposure
is ok (or can be fixed).

DYNAMIC RANGE: HARD CASE
Scene dynamic range > Camera dynamic range
Noon on a bright sunny day. Backlit at the beach.
Now you have to make a creative choice:
Which elements are important and which can be lost (through shadow or highlight clipping)
Alternatively you need to take multiple exposures and merge in post processing.

EXPOSURE TECHNIQUES

Auto exposure - let
the camera decide.

Controlled exposure you decide how the
image should look and
expose appropriately
in the camera.

Expose to the right
(ETTR)

The correct exposure is up to you!

ETTR

Set exposure to capture as much light as possible without unwanted highlight clipping.
Called ETTR because the resulting histogram is pushed to the right.
Because of how image sensors work 1/2 of the pixel values are in the brightest stop,
1/4 in the next brightest, 1/8th in the next and so on.
Exposure is adjusted in post processing as appropriate.
May dramatically reduce overall image noise.

FOCUS SYSTEMS
Two main systems:
Phase Detect (PD)
DSLR and some mirrorless cameras.
Contrast Detect (CD)
DSLR (live view), mirrorless, compact and smartphones.
(There is also rangefinder focussing used by Leica; but I’m not going to
cover it here.)

PHASE DETECT FOCUS

Uses special sensors that compare the light from both sides of the lens.
Can tell if the focus is near or far so the camera knows which way to
move the lens. When nearly in focus also knows how far to move the
lens.
Fast; but not as effective in low light.
PD sensors are directional - some are sensitive to horizontal lines,
some vertical and some diagonal. Usually the centre sensors are the
most sensitive and accurate.

CONTRAST DETECT FOCUS
Examines the image captured by the sensor.
Looks for sharp edges (high contrast).
Cannot tell if the image is front or back focussed
so camera may hunt more to find best focus.
Slower; but can work in lower light by boosting the
ISO while focussing.

TAKING CONTROL OF FOCUS
Unfortunately there are many different ways camera manufactures implement focus
control, so it’s hard to give specifics.
Three main systems in most cameras:
All points focus - the camera uses all of the available focus points to find the best
focus. Good if you’re in a hurry; but may be biased to things closest to the camera.
Zone focus - breaks the focus points into smaller zones.You select the best zone
based on your subject and the camera finds the best focus in that zone.
Single point focus - the camera only uses a single focus point (or a small group).
You select the best focus point for your subject. Remember that not all focus
points may be equally sensitive.
Taking the time to learn your cameras focus system is worth the effort.

OTHER FOCUS CONTROLS
Focus modes:
Single shot - the camera focuses once when the shutter is half pressed.
Continuous - the camera continues to adjust focus while the shutter is half pressed. Good for
moving subjects.
Automatic (AI or AF-A) - the camera focuses once when the shutter is half pressed then, if it
detects movement, switches to continuous focus.
Subject tracking & Face tracking.
Some cameras will track a moving subject across focus points and adjust focus dynamically. Can
be complex to set up (e.g. my Canon has 5 pages of menu items for focus settings).
Face tracking is a relatively new feature from some manufactures and reportedly works very well.

BACK BUTTON FOCUS
When you half press the shutter the camera usually sets both the focus and exposure.
Many cameras allow you to use a different button for focussing.
It’s called back-button focussing because the button is on the back of the camera - you use
your thumb to operate it.
By taking focus control away from the shutter you can more easily pre-focus, then wait for
the decisive moment before pressing the shutter.
May also help you think about focus and exposure separately - by using two controls you
are forcing yourself to consider both aspects.
There can be a lot of different options you can use to adjust how the buttons work experiment to see what works for you.

HYPER-FOCAL DISTANCE
Hyper-focal distance is the closest focusing distance that allows objects at infinity to
be acceptably sharp.
Great for landscape shots where you want the foreground subject to be sharp but
still want the middle and distant objects to be as sharp as possible.
Depends only on the camera, focal length of the lens and the aperture.
Wider focal length = closer hyper-focal distance
Smaller aperture = closer hyper-focal distance
Can be tricky to use.

HYPER-FOCAL DISTANCE
Why use it?

SETTING HYPER-FOCAL DISTANCE
Using a smartphone app (e.g. Photo Pills):
Enter your camera, aperture and focal length - the app will tell you
the hyper-focal distance.
Find something in the scene at the desired distance and focus on
it. If your lens has a distance scale you may be able to manually
focus.

SETTING HYPER-FOCAL DISTANCE
The double distance method:
Find the closest object on the scene you want in focus, estimate
or measure how far away it is.
Double that distance and focus at that point.
Use a small aperture F/8 - F/11.

SETTING HYPER-FOCAL DISTANCE
The image review method:
Focus at infinity and take an image.
Review the image on the LCD at 100%. Start at the farthest object
in the image and scroll down until it just starts to look blurry. That
point is the hyper-focal distance.
Refocus and shoot. Remember not to change aperture.

CHALLENGES / EXPERIMENTS
Metering:
When you use evaluative / matrix metering, think about the scene before pressing
the shutter. Is the camera meter going to over or underexpose the scene?
Try spot metering. Is your subject bright or dark? See how well you can estimate
the exposure compensation before taking a picture and checking the histogram.
Find a test subject and try centre weighted for portraits. How effective is it in
different lighting (front, back & side).
Change the framing of your image and watch how the meter changes - try and
work out why.

CHALLENGES / EXPERIMENTS
Exposure:
Learn how to set exposure compensation without looking at the
buttons. Some cameras are easier than others.
Shoot in M mode for a day. Set the aperture, shutter and ISO
manually. Ignore the camera meter reading and see how well you
can estimate exposure.
Try the AEL button.

CHALLENGES / EXPERIMENTS
Focussing:
Learn how to change focus modes on your camera. Try and change modes without
looking at the buttons.
Use single point AF selection. See how quickly you can change the selected AF
point. Can you easily change AF points while looking through the viewfinder (and
not change some other setting)?
Try back-button focussing if your camera has it.
Experiment with hyper-focal distance. Using a tripod, find a landscape scene with
foreground, middle and distant features. Find a smartphone app to calculate
hyperlocal distance and try manual focus.

LINKS
https://digital-photography-school.com/metering-modes-and-how-your-camera-meter-works/
https://digital-photography-school.com/understand-your-cameras-exposure-compensation-feature/
https://www.diyphotography.net/what-is-middle-grey-and-why-does-it-even-matter/
https://digital-photography-school.com/your-camera-sees-differently-than-your-eyes/
https://photographylife.com/what-is-exposure
https://www.diyphotography.net/contrast-vs-phase-detection-autofocus-means-matters/
https://photographylife.com/landscapes/hyperfocal-distance-explained
https://www.exposureguide.com/focusing-modes/
https://photographylife.com/how-phase-detection-autofocus-works
https://www.the-digital-picture.com/Photography-Tips/af-microadjustment-tips.aspx

